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Dear friends,
The program you hold in your hands is unique, as this is the first ever Ukrainian classical music festival organized in Sweden.
The events of 2014 sparked an interest towards the country in the international community, and has allowed the rich cultural Ukrainian heritage to
be shared with and explored by the rest of the world, placing it on the
European cultural map.
During the past centuries, many foreign composers travelled to the country. For example, the son of W.A. Mozart, Franz Xaver Mozart, spent most of
his life in the city of Lviv, the cultural capital of Ukraine, composing, playing
and teaching piano. Many Ukrainian composers also travelled abroad to later
return with new inspiration, creating a Ukrainian national school of music,
and establishing a solid link between East and West in their musical creations.
In the increasingly dynamic Europe of our time, the focus on children,
the generation that will shape the future of our continent, is as important
as ever.
Children who have fled the war must live their whole life with their memories. It is therefore our responsibility to establish favorable conditions for
them to develop and lead a good life, and give them a new start to build the
future of their generation. This music festival seeks to create relations between children in different countries, by enabling them to share their experiences and strive towards a greater understanding between various cultures,
with music as the paramount unifying factor. During this festival, you will
have the opportunity to listen to some of the very talented young musicians
that have fled the war in Ukraine, both soloists and children in the choir
Shchedryk.
Music is a sanctuary, and a universal feature of the human experience. It
not only crosses cultures, but reaches deep into our past, exposing the emotions, thoughts and state of mind of the composers in a historical context.
It is a way of communicating sentiments and impressions through time.
By sharing Ukraine’s musical legacy with you during this festival, we wish
to emphasize the importance of children and
the responsibility we carry towards them, enable
each one of you to discover the musical treasures of Ukraine, and hopefully introduce new
perspectives to the global process of rethinking
Europe.
Natalya Pasichnyk, Director
Ukrainian Institute of Sweden
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ERIC ERICSONHALLEN
Måndag 23/10 kl. 19:00
Choir concert, themed music and humanity, with the Ukrainian children’s
choir Shchedryk and Adolf Fredriks Musikklasser Farsta.

Ukrainian childrens’ choir ”SHCHEDRYK”
G. Persel: Sound the trumpet
N. Hoeman: Sanctus
V. Sylvestrov: Hallelujah
T. Vilkis: Strike it up, Tabor
Arr. M. Leontovych: “Dudaryk” (Ukrainian folk song)
Arr. R. Kofman: ”Doshchyk” (Ukrainian folk song)
A. Pärt: Mother of God and Virgin (Bogoróditse Djévo)
Arr. V. Vinter: On our street (Estonian folk song)
V. Polyova: Gloria
R. Surzha: Hallelujah
Ch. Busto: Salve Regina
H. Havrylets: ”Korokoveie koleso” – choir concert based on folk poetry Part II
*** PAUSE ***

ADOLF FREDRIKS MUSIKKLASSER FARSTA
”Idag på sånger vi bjuder” (trad.”polska” from Gotland)
H. Andersson Bromander: ”Tro’re eller ej”
Trad. arr. A Cederberg-Orreteg: ”Finvisa”
A. Mellnäs: Aglepta
B. Chilcott: Can you hear me
Arr. R. Ogura: Hotaru Koi (Japanese children’s song)
B. Britten: Deo Gracias (from Ceremony of Carols)
C. Saint-Saëns: Ave Maria

ADOLF FREDRIKS MUSIKKLASSER FARSTA
Ukrainian childrens’ choir ”SHCHEDRYK”
Arr. M. Leontovych: "Shchedryk" (Ukrainian folk song)
Arr. R. Surzha: ”Na Maidani, na rynochku” (Ukrainian folk song)
A. Fryxell & F. A. Dahlgren: ”Värmlandsvisan”
G. Riedel (text: B. Lindgren): ”Vi är blommor”
M. Lysenko (text: O. Konysky): Prayer for Ukraine
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The children’s choir “Shchedryk” (Artistic director – Marianna Sablina) is, with
its more than 45 years of continuous existence, the oldest running professional children's choir in Ukraine. The choir, founded in 1971 by a well-known Choirmaster Iryna
Sablina, is internationally recognized as a unique choral school for children. According to Sablina’s idea, this group was intended to cultivate excellent musical taste,
performing the best examples of world choral music of different styles and epochs in
the original language. It has succeeded in opening the world of classical music to
many children. With invariable success “Shchedryk” represents Ukraine on the most
prestigious stages and international music forums: Mozarteum in Salzburg, Beethovenhalle in Bonn, Roy Thomson in Toronto, Berlin Philharmonic Concert Hall, just
to name a few, and has collaborated with such famous musicians as Martha Argerich,
Daniel Barenboim, Gia Kancelli, and Gidon Kremer. The Choir is a Grand-prix winner
of International Contests in the USA, Canada, Poland, Italy. Today, the choir also harbors young talents from the occupied Crimea and Donbas.

Adolf Fredriks musikklasser Farsta. The elementary school Adolf Fredriks musikklasser Farsta, founded 2015, is a vocal and choir school of high quality, breadth and
great reputation – in Sweden as well as internationally. The school has established
collaborations with music schools and music centers around the world and conducts
music education at a high national and international level. Adolf Fredriks musikklasser Farsta has the ambition to create meetings between students from different countries with music as the major unifying factor.
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MUSIKALISKA, NYBROKAJEN 11
Tisdag 24/10, kl. 19:00
Gala concert at the United Nations Day with focus on refugee children
from Donbas and Crimea. The concert program includes music of composers from or with a connection to Ukraine.

LVIV PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA “INSO”
VOLODOMYR SYVOHIP, CONDUCTOR
Dmytro Bortniansky: Overture from opera Alcide
LVIV PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA “INSO”,
NATALYA PASICHNYK, piano
Franz Xaver Mozart: Piano Concerto no.2 in E-flat major, 3rd movement
Andrea Tarrodi: Concertino "Songs of the Sky” for piano and strings
(First performance of this specially commissioned work based on an
Ukrainian and a Swedish folk song; written for Natalya Pasichnyk)
NATALYA PASICHNYK, piano, MAKSYM SHARPAR, piano
Myroslav Skoryk: Can-Can, As from an Old Gramophone Plate
*** PAUSE ***
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JAKOB KORANYI, cello Joachim Stutchevsky: Kaddish (arr. I. Karkoff)
MAKSYM SHARPAR, piano Mykola Lysenko: Elegie
SOFIA AND ANNA KYSLIAK, violin
Myroslav Skoryk: "Spanish Dance" from "The Stone Host Suite"
Serhij Rizol: Polka
STEPAN SYVOHIP, oboe Mykola Lysenko: Toccata
JEVHENIJA DZHALALOVA, violin Oleksandr Kravchuk: Humoresque
NATALYA PASICHNYK, piano, JAKOB KORANYI, cello, ANNA and SOFIA
KYSLIAK, violin, JEVHENIJA DZHALALOVA, violin, STEPAN SYVOHIP,
oboe
Leonid Desyatnikov: Target: At the races & Foxtrot
ADOLF FREDRIKS MUSIKKLASSER FARSTA, Ukrainian childrens’ choir
”SHCHEDRYK”
Mykola Leontovych: Ukrainian folk song "Shchedryk"
Roman Surzha: Ukrainian folk song ”Na Maidani, na rynochku”
Anders Fryxell & F. A. Dahlgren: ”Värmlandsvisan”
Georg Riedel (text: Barbro Lindgren): ”Vi är blommor”
Mykola Lysenko (text: Oleksandr Konysky): Prayer for Ukraine
ALL ARTISTS Myroslav Skoryk: Melody

«INSO-Lviv» orchestra (International New Symphony Orchestra)
(Artistic director: Volodymyr Syvohip)
INSO-Lviv was founded in 1998 by the Swiss conductor Hunhard Mattes, the
famous Ukrainian composer Myroslav Skoryk and Volodymyr Syvohip, directorgeneral of the Lviv Regional Philharmonic. Young highly talented musicians constitute 90% of the team giving the orchestra a great aura of special creative
atmosphere. The orchestra “INSO-Lviv” belongs to the Lviv Philharmonic Orchestra and is their youth branch. With its annual tours in Western Europe the
orchestra introduces the foreign audience to the rich musical heritage of Ukraine,
and in Colombia and China the «INSO-Lviv» orchestra has been enthusiastically
implementing its creative, aesthetic and educational mission, constantly searching for new forms in classical music performance and promotion. The orchestra
is a regular participant of various festivals held in Europe. This is their premiere
visit to Sweden.
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Maksym Sharpar (piano). In 2014 the charity
organization Responsible Future helped Maksym, then 12 years, to move from the war zone
in Donbas to Kyiv where he currently studies at
the Lysenko Special School for talented children. He lives alone in the boarding school, while
his mother and father has no means to move
from war zone. He won prizes in several international music contests, and was a finalist at
the Vladimir Horowitz International Piano competition.

Sofia och Anna Kysliak (violin). The 11-years old
twins Sofia and Anna was born in Donetsk and
fled the war together with their mother. Both
their violins were stolen, a horrible event for any
musician, so they now play on borrowed violins.
Sofia and Anna, who both have received many
First Prizes in international competitions for
children, now live in Kyiv and study at a children’s music school.

Eugenia Dzhalalova (violin). The 9-year old violinist Eugenia Dzhalalova was born in Lysychansk, Luhansk region, and fled the war
together with her mother and grandmother. She
now lives in Kyiv where she studies violin at the
Lysenko Special School for talented children.
She has received several prizes in competitions
for children.

Stepan Syvohip (oboe). The 10-year old oboist
Stepan Syvohip lives in Lviv, the big cultural city
in the west part of Ukraine, and study at the
Solomyia Krushelnytska Special School for talented children.
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Andrea Tarrodi, born 1981, is one of the most established and sought-after young Swedish composers of today, and to cite the Swedish newspaper
Dagens Nyheter: “her music takes the breath out
of you”. Her works have been performed by many
famous orchestras in major concert houses all over
the world.
”The Concertino ‘Songs of the Sky – for piano
and strings’ was commissioned by and written for
pianist Natalya Pasichnyk. The piece is based on
two folk songs; one from the Ukraine and one from
Sweden. Both songs are in some way related to the
sky. The Ukranian song is about a dove with blue
and grey wings and the Swedish song is called
‘Klara stjärnor’ which means ‘bright stars’”
(Andrea Tarrodi).

Natalya Pasichnyk, a Swedish-Ukrainian pianist
has performed throughout the whole Europe, USA,
Japan, Argentina in the most famous concert halls
and festivals. She has made numerous prize-winning CD recordings for different companies (BIS,
NAXOS, OPUS111) as well as for radio and television. She is a prizewinner of the International
Piano Competitions in Denmark (1998), USA
(1999), and Italy (2001). Having a vast repertoire,
she does not only perform on a contemporary
grand piano but also elegantly masters historical
instruments. Natalya is an Anders Wall scholar.

Jacob Koranyi, a Swedish cellist, has firmly established himself on the classical music scene as
one of Europe’s most interesting young soloists.
He has toured Europe extensively performing in recitals as well as a soloist in Vienna, Cologne, Hamburg, Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Stockholm and Luxembourg to name a few. Having
received numerous international awards and prizes, his career as a freelance soloist and chamber
musician is now flourishing. Jacob is an Anders
Wall scholar.
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The Ukrainian Institute of Sweden
The Ukrainian Institute of Sweden was inaugurated in 2014 in Sweden, with
the aim of placing Ukraine on Europe’s cultural map, improve the communication and create a long-lasting relationship between Ukraine and Sweden.
The institute has during the past 2,5 years organised numerous projects,
which have all received extremely positive responses from both the audience
and international establishments.
Our latest project, Consolation – Hidden treasures of the Ukrainian Soul (BIS
Records), is a CD recording with Ukrainian classical music performed by wellrenowned Swedish artists, followed by the film Ukrainian Rhapsody, which
describes the music and historical background of the project, as well as the
Swedish artists’ impressions of their meeting with Ukrainian music. The CD
has received great reviews in international magazines around the world (such
as BBC Music, OPUS, Mittelbayrische), and was named ”Highlight of the
year” in the end of 2016.
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Sponsors and partners

MED STÖD FRÅN STOCKHOLMS STAD • ALBA LANGENSKIÖLDS STIFTELSE
• RUSLANA AND SERHIY PASHYNSKYJ • IHOR CHERVAK •
NATALIA AND OLEG MAKHMATYUK • AIVARAS ABROMAVICIUS

Media partners
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